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What? It’s already October 29th? Where did October go? It’s one of my favorite
months of the year—and it feels like I wasted too much of it doing yard work! Although
in retrospect I guess I did make it up to the mountains a couple of times and fish some
small streams for wild brown trout with a 3 weight rod. And, I leave in a couple of days
for the club trip to Becker Lake—where many lies will be told and some fish may be
caught—and released.
DFC had a great turnout for the Oct 18th Gilbert Youth Fishing Day. An even dozen
members showed up at the Water Ranch at 7:00 a.m. and helped an estimated 450 kids
catch recently stocked catfish and resident tilapia. It’s important to get kids interested
in fishing at an early age—hopefully they will pick up a fly rod when they are older and
our sport will continue. I received a nice letter from Mary Hahn, the volunteer coordinator thanking us
for our participation.
Speaking of Gilbert’s Water Ranch, Arizona Game and Fish approved a rule change for the Water Ranch
to eliminate treble and barbed hooks, and to restrict bass and sunfish to catch and release. This rule goes
into effect on January 1, 2015. I think these rules will eventually result in improved fishing. DFC will begin
holding more events and classes in Gilbert to take advantage of this unique resource.
One of my favorite annual outings is still coming up—the November 13-16 trip to Rocky Point. It looks
like over 30 club members have signed up for this trip, and we even have a few guests from the San Diego
Fly Fishers coming out to enjoy this trip with us. By the way, there’s still plenty of RV spaces and motel
rooms left—contact Vince Deadmond if you are interested.
It’s also not too soon to start thinking about giving back to the fly fishing community. The Desert Fly
Casters do a great job for our members in providing education (fly tying, casting, rod building, fly fishing
101) as well as great monthly speakers (Gordon Tharett, Phil Rowley, Terry Gunn) and fun outings (White
Mountains, Lee’s Ferry, the San Juan etc.) I’m hopeful that we have some folks in the club that are willing
to step up and help us provide these services. You do not need to be an expert fly fisherperson—enthusiasm and drive go a long way! Please contact me or other members of the board if you would be
interested.
Tight Lines, keep your powder dry, and zip up your tent door at night. Those mice are sneaky. Very sneaky.
Joe
Questions? Comments? ...Catch me at: joestaller@yahoo.com...or... joseph.staller@freescale.com

NOVEMBER DFC CLUB MEETING...

Desert Fly Casters Supports
BARBLESS HOOKS
CATCH & RELEASE

Clark “Cheech” Peirce and Curtis Fry

from Fly Fish Food, will deliver their “High Mountain Trout”
presentation… with an accompanying fly tying
demonstration...Hook-up with all of us for the
November 12th DFC Trout Bum gathering!
Catch all of us DFC TROUT BUMS...We talk fish, we fish an' fish an' talk fish while enjoying the out-of-doors in Arizona!
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Flourocarbon: all tippet is not the same.
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Below is a chart of different
tippet material.
You will notice that the different
“x’s” as in “4x” refer to the diameter
of the tippet material. For instance,
all 4x tippet is .007 inches in diameter
and all 5x tippet is .006 inches in diameter.
You should also notice that for the
same diameter (or x value), different brands have different strengths.
An example would be Sportsmans
Warehouse claims its 4x tippet has a
5 lb test strength while Orvis claims
its 4x tippet has either a 7 or 8 lb test
strength. I do not know how accurate
the claimed test strengths are.
Also you see that different brands
of the same size tippet have very different costs. An example would be
the cheapest 4x tippet , Sportsmans
Warehouse, costs $.07 per foot while
the most expensive, Rio, costs $.16
per foot . This is more than twice
as much. But this can be misleading
since the more expensive tippets usually have higher test strengths. So I
included a column for the 4x and 5x
tippet that took into account this different test strength. It shows a nar-

rowing of the difference in costs between the lower cost tippets and the
higher cost tippets. Orvis (and others)
also offers 100 meter spools of tippet
that decreases the cost more than 25%
per foot. The 100 spool has the lowest
cost per foot of the 4x tippet.
An interesting thing that Orvis
does is sell two different types of 4x
(and other sizes) fluorocarbon tippet.
One is labeled with a large “4x” and
the other is labeled with a large “8lb
(IGFA approved)”. Both are .007 inch.
But the 4x one has a test strength of
7lb while the other one labeled “8lb”
has an 8lb test strength. More interesting is the fact that both of these tippets claim a metric test strength of 3.2
kg. 3.2 kg is 7lb, not 8 lb. Orvis has
stated to me that the IGFA approved
8lb tippet does indeed have 8lb of test
strength even though it also has the
3.2 kg test strength listed. So for the
same price you can get a one pound
stronger tippet.
Whether you should use fluorocarbon instead of monofilament is
another question you have to answer
yourself. Flourocarbon has a refractive index close to water so this line

By Carl Rutherford

in nearly invisible underwater. In
clear, still water this is important. In
unclear, fast moving water, it becomes
less important. In some places the fish
are very spooky and in others the fish
are not line shy. Flourocarbon sinks
while mono does not. This is important when using dry flies. You won’t
get many bites in still waters with a
floating monofilament line attached
to your dry fly. Flourocarbon tippet often has a slightly higher test
strength than regular monofilament
tippet. The cost for fluorocarbon is
sometimes 3 times that of monofilament.
I hope this information will help you
make an informed decision on what
tippet material to buy. If not, maybe it
will raise questions that will stimulate
you. By comparing the costs of different tippets materials in terms of their
test strengths, you have a better idea
of value. Consider spending more for
tippet if it helps you catch more fish.
Questions?
Catch me, Carl at:
carlruthe@gmail.com

FLOUROCARBON TIPPET
0x
1x
2x
3x

.011”
.010”
.009”
.008”

16.5lb
14.5lb
12.5lb
8.5lb.

Orvis				
Orvis				
Orvis				
Umpqua			

$35/100m
$15/30m
$15/30m
$14/30yd

.007”
5.0lb.
$0.014/ft/lb
		
5.0lb
$0.016/ft/lb
		
7lb
$0.022/ft/lb
		
7lb
$0.021/ft/lb
		
8lb
$0.019/ft/lb
		
8lb
$0.013/ft/lb
		
7lb
$0.023/ft/lb

Sportsmans Warehouse		

$ 7/30m $0.07/ft

Feathercraft			

$12/50yds $0.08/ft

Umpqua			

$14 /30yds $0.16/ft

Orvis				

$15/30m $0.15/ft

Orvis				

$15/30m $0.15/ft

Orvis				

$35/100m $0.11/ft

Rio				

$15/30yd $0.17/ft

5x

White River			

$ 8 . 5 0 / 2 5 yd s $ 0 . 1 1 / f t

Feather Craft			

$12/50yds $0.08/ft

Orvis

(labeled 6lb)		

$15/30m

$0.15/ft

Orvis

(labeled 5x)		

$15/30m

$0.15/ft

Umpqua			

$14 /30yd

$0.16/ft

4x

.006”
6lb
$0.018/ft/lb
		
4lb
$0.02/ft/lb
		
6lb
$0.025/ft/lb
		
5lb
$0.03/ftlb
		
5lb
$0.03/ft/lb

$0.11/ft
$0.15/ft
$0.15/ft
$0.16/ ft

FLY FISHING PUERTO PENASCO

by
Vince
Deadmond
Vince Deadmond,
"The Fly Fishing
Hardware Guy", is
co-owner of Best
Hardware in Apache
Junction, AZ. He
is an enthusiastic,
caffeniated, fly
fisher in search of a
really good cookie.
His fly fishing stories
are published on
the web, in local
newspapers and
magazines. His
stories tangle family, friends, and fly
lines.

It's

always good to go fishing where the fish
live, and they can be found in Puerto Penasco. I have been fortunate to be on the
water early in the morning in my inflatable pontoon
boat, when the sky and water are turning that pinkish orange glow. Many times I am surrounded by a
few fish splashing, and the water looking nervous. I
make a double haul cast with my six weight fly rod
with a Clouser Minnow attached to the end of my line.
Shortly after my fly hits the water I strip the line and I
get a bump, maybe a second bump, then I strip strike
and I have a fish attached to my line. Our Rocky Point
fish usually have a hard boney mouth and you really
need to strip strike hard to hook one of these guys. If
you just lift your rod tip like you would normally do for
trout fishing you will miss a lot of fish.
If you are planning on visiting Puerto Penasco this
fall I would encourage you to bring your fly fishing
gear, and get wet. If you have not fished salt water
before, you will find a wonderful place, with a lot of
fish, to test your fly fishing skills. A fly rod in the 6 to
8 weight range will handle most of the fish that you
will catch close to shore in Rocky Point. I am partial
to St. Croix Rods, they offer a wide variety and price
ranges that are good for a beginner all the way to an
old veteran. I have always seemed to get good value
from my St. Croix Rods and they have been very good
with repair and warranty issues. My six weight fly rod
that I have owned and fished hard for about 12 years,
would occasionally get broken, I would send it in, and
for a fee they would repair it and return it. This last
time I sent my broken rod in for repairs, they didn’t
have the parts to repair it, so they sent me a new rod
for a replacement. I had the new rod out in October
and caught Cabrilla, Sierra, Trigger, Pompano, and Orange Mouth Corvina. I am satisfied with this arrangement and I am looking forward to fishing it again in
November and hoping the flounder fishing is as good
as usual for that month.

Since most of your Rocky Point fish don’t make scorching runs, almost any reel that will hold line and has
some breaking capacity will work. You don’t need an
expensive reel to enter salt water fly fishing in Puerto
Penasco. One of the most important decisions that you
will make is the fly line. I like the sink tip lines that are
really heavy for the first 25-30 feet, then usually have
an intermediate sink line as a running line. I use 200,
300, and 400 grain lines for most of my salt water fishing. The 200 is the lightest and I would use that with
the six weight and the 400 grain I would use with the
8 weight and that would give me a faster sink rate so
I could fish deeper in the water column. Many times
I will set up a second rod with a floating line with a
bass popper attached. I don’t always get to use this
setup, but when you find some Pompano over a rock
pile they will attack that popper until you get tired of
catching them.
If you are new to fly casting or don’t have the double
haul mastered yet, take a lesson or get a fly fishing
buddy to get you started with the basics of the double
haul. You will be able to cast further and more accurately in the wind if you can double haul. You will need
some flies to cast, and my favorites for Rocky Point include Clouser Minnows, Gotcha’s, Crazy Charlie's, Poppers, and Deceivers. You can start casting from shore,
but if you add a pontoon boat with oars you will be
able to extend your fishing day.
Most days I will catch and release fish, but I have
been known to keep a few fish for the smoker. If you
are looking to upgrade your filet knife, let me suggest
the Bubba Blade knife. I just got one and they make
fish cleaning easy. The knife is just as sharp as it looks
on the Youtube videos, and the handle is very secure in
your hand. (www.bubbablade.com) This knife will even
make short work out of cleaning a Trigger, and their
tough skin usually will wreck a regular filet knife.

Vince Deadmond The Fly Fishing Hardware Guy can
be found at Best Hardware & Rental 237 N. Apache
Trail Apache Junction, AZ vince@ajbest.com and
480 982 7461.
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EDUCATION BITS an' Stu ff
...from Dick Brooks

Comments...Questions?? Catch me at: gdubby77@gmail.com

Thanks to all the information and education I receive being a member of Desert Fly Casters most of the time I
am able to figure out WHAZZAT but recently WHAZZAT has become "WHEREZZAT?". Four years ago my fly fishing gear amounted to a rod, reel, cheap vest, a small plastic box of assorted flys and a pair of boot foot vinyl
coated canvas waders. Finding a place to store this stuff was simple. I simply leaned the rod in the case against
the corner of the garage and threw the rest of the stuff in a cardboard box on the floor next to it.
Then three years ago I joined Desert Fly Casters and learned that I really only had the basics as far as gear
is concerned. The frequent acquisition of more equipment soon became problematic as the cardboard box
became insufficient to hold all the newly acquired stuff that I just had to have to become a successful fly fisher.
A couple more cardboard boxes later I realized that having everything in a pile in these boxes was just
not going to work. Enter the solution. Home Depot sells injection molded plastic "some assembly required"
cabinets. I chose a six foot tall model with bifold doors on the front. One side came with a closet rod and the
other side was divided into three shelved storage areas. Problem solved, temporarily. I carefully placed all
my fishing treasures on the shelves in what I thought to be some kind of logical order and went on with life.
That all worked out great until I began acquiring a larger variety of gear. Gear for Pike fishing. Gear for salt
water escapades at Rocky Point. Gear for Tiger Muskie attempts. Gear for Trout. Gear for Bass. Gear for Bluegills
and of course accessories for my newly acquired but absolutely necessary inflatable pontoon boat. With each
acquisition I would select a place for it in the cabinet and that is where it would reside until needed for the
specific activity.
Great!!! The problem is that I am not a particularly fastidious person and tend to just stick things back on
the shelf randomly after each use. The larger the collection of gear became this method eventually led to the
WHEREZZAT? issue. I had just enough stuff that it would get more than one layer deep and with my casual
placement of things upon returning from a fishing event it became more and more difficult to find things
when next needed. I know I am not alone with this problem as I have discussed the situation with several DFC
members and have found the problem if not universal at least familiar.
So now what? With the frustration level increasing exponentially with each fishing trip as I was finding it
almost impossible to locate particular items I knew I had to come up with a solution. As my mind churned for
a solution I recalled a recent trip to Walmart where I had seen a whole isle of plastic storage boxes of varying
shapes and sizes so to Walmart I went and found plastic shoe boxes with lids for $.94 each. Gathered up ten of
these along with a pack of 3"x 3" labels and a new Sharpie and back to the garage I went. First thing of course
was to empty out the mess in the cabinet and sort out all the gear. I was able to separate the gear into piles
that seemed to have a similar purpose, stow them in their own shoebox and affix a label with the contents on
the end of each box. (see attached photo of my accomplishment).
Is this going to solve the problem? I certainly hope so! Of course having a plan and implementing it are
two different things and since I have not been on a fishing trip since this project was completed and had to
return the gear to its proper place the outcome remains to be seen. Now if I could just find where I put that
darned camera..........

ROCKY POINT

Thursday November 13 - Tuesday November 18
....Expect a fun time with each catch...Join us!
Questions?? Catch, me, Vince Deadmond at: vddeadmond@msn.com

Desert Fly Casters

Fly Tying Corner

This month’s session will be on Tuesday, November 18, 2014
Class will be at a Bass Pro. Classes start at 6:30.
Please bring common material.

November Flies of the Month
Spinning Deer Hair

We don’t have a specific pattern for this month’s session. I will demonstrate spinning
and scissor clipping a mouse.
There are step by step patterns at: http://flyanglersonline.com
Including- Simple Deer Hair Bass Bug • Standard Deer Hair Bass Bug • Diving Bug
Stacked Hair Diver • Deer Hair Perch • Hair Mouse
I will have hooks and natural deer and elk hair.
The patterns call for Kevlar thread but I have found it tend to cut the hair
and prefer 3/0. The hair hides thread so any color can work.

<REMINDER>

There will not be a tying session in December and we are working on guest tyers
to instruct their favorite patterns at the beginning of the year.
Got questions??? Catch me, Bob Harrison at: Harrn7963@aol.com

Desert Fly Casters

Desert Fly Casters

This is reprinted from Spring 2010 USF&W Endangered Species Bulletin, with author permission, Ron Miller.
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OUTINGS- 2014

November 13 - November 18, 2014
ROCKY POINT

Any questions catch: Vince Deadmond, Rocky Point Guru at:
vddeadmond@msn.com

Ahh, then there's DECEMBER

....December is full of Holiday gatherings along with being close to family
and friends. We've got a few things planned- so we'll keep in touch
with all of you Trout Bums.
Questions? Catch me, Editor at: rmckeon2@cox.net

Reminder...mark me on your calendars!
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 2015
ANNUAL DFC BANQUET
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sday...
See ya Wedne 2014
,
November 12
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